
BLUEPRINT:
How To Use Your FB Profile to

Monetize Your Message!
Welcome to - How to use your FB profile to Monetize Your Message.  I

am SO excited you are here and I can promise you that if you implement

these strategies you WILL see results.  In this course we will be going

over the fundamentals of how to turn yourself into the "go-to expert"

you are, by optimizing your FB profile and sharing your message in an

honest and authentic way.

1. Determine who your target demographic is.

2. Build your friends list.

Start hanging out in groups where your demographic hangs out and

friend request them! You can also friend request friends of friends who

are your target demographic.

3. Make real connections with people who could use your services.

Interact with as many people as you can, always being positive and

authentic.

  

4. Post 3-5 times a day: a mix of personal, valuable and video content. I

would stick to only 1 video a day (more can be overwhelming).

 Create a list of your core values as a business and what your offerings

teach, use this list to create valuable content.

Always try to work a question in - to promote commenting.



Content ideas:

Memes (add your personal flavor in the post)

Value driven content posts - based on your core values

Video with message - occasional silly or family videos

Personal posts - keep these classy

5. Make sure to set up a business 'like' page, so you can run FB ads

and create relationships that way. You can share posts from your

personal page to your biz page and vice versa. Keeping them both

active is the best strategy.

6. Always comment back to people on your own posts and 'like'

when someone responds to you. Try not to leave anyone hanging. If

your post has only a few comments,  you can comment back in a new

comment  to up the comment count.  You can also space out your

responses so your post will roll up to the top of the news feed again,

giving more people the chance to see it and comment.

7.  Comment and like other peoples posts periodically throughout

the day, or set a timer for 10-20 minutes 3 times a day to go through

your news feed to 'like' and comment. When you like and comment, it

ups the chance that people will visit your profile and it builds the

"know, like and trust" connection.

8. Now, let's optimize your profile! 

A. Cover photo - call to action

B. Profile picture

C. Mission statement

D. What you do

E. Featured photos



9. Manage your profile news feed by deleting tags that do not align

with your message.  Make your page entertaining, fun, educational

and interactive. You want someone to be able to  get a sense of

who you are and connect with you within the top 5 posts.

10. Build relationships, so people WANT to join your FB group and

then over-deliver valuable content so they WANT to buy from you!

RULES:

NEVER be salesy

ALWAYS be authentic

Give lot's of value

Remember to add a call to action in highly valuable posts

Don't tag people excessively or add them to groups without

asking them first.

Post EVERYDAY

ALWAYS follow up

ALWAYS be positive

NEVER post about your problems - unless it is in a teaching and

inspiring way.

KNOW that you are valuable and that people are watching you!



A bit about me...

Hey, there! I am Jaya Rose, a Confidence & Visibility Mindset Coach. I

am obsessed with all things personal development and online

marketing.  I am the creator of multiple online programs, including

SkyRocket Your Potential & Thrive~ for women who have a message

in their hearts, but need to ground and focus on self before sharing that

message, and Own Your Purpose~  for the heart

centered entrepreneurs who are ready to take their business and life to

the next level.

I truly believe that we all have a divine gift and now is the time to

bring it out and share it with the world. There is more opportunity now

than there has ever been to step into your potential and shine. I would

be honored to be apart of your journey and to share mine with you.

Please join me in my amazing FB group: Own Your Worth and Shine -

Sisterhood Movement!  

CLICK HERE: bit.ly/OwnYourWorthandShine

Come be CLEAR, BOLD and get PAID for sharing your divine gifts with

the world, with the Sisterhood Movement.

                - Jaya Rose


